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l Comes Complete With Screws,
Base Plate, Cover and Key

l Easy to Follow Installation
Instructions Enclosed
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Solid Base
1. Remove the guard base from the cover with template side

up.
2. Position the wall thermostat near the center on the

template in such a position as to be parallel to one of the
two guard base edges marked “up.”

3. Align the wall thermostat to match two of the template
mounting holes and mark template.

4. Remove wall thermostat and punch-out holes in guard
base to match template marks.  Holes should be large
enough to clear the screw threads, EXCEPT when the
4/40 self-tapping screws are used.  On self-tapping
screws, make holes only large enough to start the first
threads of the screw.

5. The mount the guard base, two additional holes should be
punched out per the oblong hole positions shown on the
template.  These should be located and concealed
beneath the wall thermostat, so as no to interfere with
mounting, and yet catty-corner from each other to give
best mounting strength and alignment.

The guard base may be drilled, should holes be needed
for mounting other than indicated on the template.

6. Pull enough thermostat wiring through the wall to make
connections.

7. Fill or plug wire wall opening to eliminate draft from the
wall which could affect wall thermostat operation.

8. Remove paper template from guard base and mount base
on wall to correspond to the thermostat top position and
level required.  Use necessary mounting screws.

9. Review wire connections required for the wall thermostat,
making wiring connections previous to mounting if on
back side, or after if connections allow for front wiring.

10. Mount wall thermostat per its mounting instruction sheet.
11. The wall thermostat should be checked for proper

operation.
12. After checkout showing satisfactory wall thermostat

operation, install guard cover on base and lock with key.

Installation Instructions
Ring Base
1. Place ring base around thermostat and center thermostat

in opening.
2. Making sure ring base is parallel, mark mounting holes.

3. Using mounting screws provided, mount the ring base to
the wall.

4. Install guard cover onto ring base and lock with key.
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Solid Base
1. Remove the guard base from the cover with template side

up.
2. Position the wall thermostat near the center on the

template in such a position as to be parallel to one of the
two guard base edges marked “up.”

3. Align the wall thermostat to match two of the template
mounting holes and mark template.

4. Remove wall thermostat and punch-out holes in guard
base to match template marks.  Holes should be large
enough to clear the screw threads, EXCEPT when the
4/40 self-tapping screws are used.  On self-tapping
screws, make holes only large enough to start the first
threads of the screw.

5. The mount the guard base, two additional holes should be
punched out per the oblong hole positions shown on the
template.  These should be located and concealed
beneath the wall thermostat, so as no to interfere with
mounting, and yet catty-corner from each other to give
best mounting strength and alignment.

The guard base may be drilled, should holes be needed
for mounting other than indicated on the template.

6. Pull enough thermostat wiring through the wall to make
connections.

7. Fill or plug wire wall opening to eliminate draft from the
wall which could affect wall thermostat operation.

8. Remove paper template from guard base and mount base
on wall to correspond to the thermostat top position and
level required.  Use necessary mounting screws.

9. Review wire connections required for the wall thermostat,
making wiring connections previous to mounting if on
back side, or after if connections allow for front wiring.

10. Mount wall thermostat per its mounting instruction sheet.
11. The wall thermostat should be checked for proper

operation.
12. After checkout showing satisfactory wall thermostat

operation, install guard cover on base and lock with key.

Installation Instructions
Ring Base
1. Place ring base around thermostat and center thermostat

in opening.
2. Making sure ring base is parallel, mark mounting holes.

3. Using mounting screws provided, mount the ring base to
the wall.

4. Install guard cover onto ring base and lock with key.


